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The Independent

TikTok star teacher is arrested for allegedly having sex with 16-year-old in Thailand
‘He told my daughter that he loved her and would let her come live with him when she’s no longer a
minor,’ the girl’s mother said

Cosmo

Julia Fox just took naked dressing to a whole new level in a *tiny* chain bodysuit
Julia Fox attended the Naomi Campbell x Pretty Little Thing New York Fashion Week show wearing an
incredibly tiny chain bodysuit that left her practically naked

SETHLUI.COM

We tried Singapore’s best-rated zi char
With numerous zi char options scattered throughout Singapore, it’s likely that each of us has a few
beloved personal favourites, just as I do. So, how would the highest-rated zi char spot measure up when
matched with our individual taste preferences? The logical approach was to experience it firsthand. This…
led me to Chuan Kee […] The post We tried Singapore’s best-rated zi char appeared first on SETHLUI.com.

The Telegraph

Russia covers nuclear bombers with tyres
Russian forces have covered nuclear bomber jets in tyres in an apparent bid to defend them from
Ukrainian drone attacks.

Bloomberg

Singapore seizes alleged launderer’s millions in Swiss banks
Singapore police seized S$125 million (US$92 million) from a suspected money launderer’s accounts with
Bank Julius Baer and Credit Suisse AG’s local unit as a billion-dollar scandal continues to unfold.

Cosmo

There are nine different types of boobs – so which do you have?
Fun fact: there are nine different types of boobs among women. Curious to see what type of breasts you
have? We've got the inside scoop, from the experts.

The Independent

Emma Roberts has run-in with Secret Service agent as Bill Clinton browses bookstore: ‘Get
out of the way’
‘Is she telling Secret Service to get out of the way?’ asked one viewer

Football365

Man Utd ‘fed up’ with £73m flop who is ‘on his way to leaving’ amid Saudi Pro League
transfer claim
According to reports, Manchester United are 'fed up' with Jadon Sancho, who is 'on his way to leaving' the
Premier League giants.

The Guardian

British Challenger 2 tank destroyed in combat for first time, Ukraine footage shows
Tank could be one of 14 UK gave to Ukraine that Kyiv was keeping in reserve for frontline breakthrough

The Telegraph

Ukraine-Russia war: Attack in eastern Ukraine kills 16
At least 16 people have been killed after a Russian attack in eastern Ukraine, Volodymr Zelensky has said.

The Independent

iPhone 15: Apple’s new phone will finally bring new charging plug after years of resistance
Apple would have preferred to wait to drop the port for no port at all

Football365

Liverpool ‘satisfy’ Klopp’s ‘wish’ as ‘hidden pearl’ sparks ‘unexpected interest’ amid Man
Utd links
According to reports, Liverpool are planning to renew their interest in Fluminense midfielder Andre, who
has also been linked with Manchester United.

The Guardian

With one stroke, Slovakia could soon become Russia’s newest ally
Robert Fico, the former PM who showers praise on Moscow and models himself on Viktor Orbán, is
leading the polls for the coming elections, says documentary-maker John Kampfner

Augustman

Former Thai Prime Minister Thaksin is a True Watch Collector
After 15 years of self-imposed exile, Thailand’s former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra returned to
thousands of excited supporters via a private jet, but his passion for watches was telling. In his first
selfie, he is spotted wearing a Patek Philippe Grandmaster Chime, the kind of six-figure timepiece that…
you’d associate with billionaire baller businessmen of his stature and gravitas. However, it is in his second
selfie, after he arrived at Don Mueang International Airport, that you see not

The Independent

The three reasons Putin will be terrified of Ukraine’s counteroffensive win
Ukraine’s counter-offensive breakthrough will come as a “shock” to Russian President Vladimir Putin

SETHLUI.COM

Jin Ji Teochew Braised Duck & Kway Chap: 2nd-gen hawker modernises 40-year-old stall
with jumbo bento sets & duck ramen
Imagine this: you show up at your stall every day, repeating the same preparations, cooking the same
dishes, and serving them to your customers. Before you know it, you’re stuck in a monotonous routine,
and things start feeling dull. That’s likely what Melvin, a 2nd-gen hawker, contemplated changing when h…
inherited his parents’ business, Jin […] The post Jin Ji Teochew Braised Duck & Kway Chap: 2nd-gen
hawker modernises 40-year-old stall with jumbo bento sets & duck ramen appeared first on SET

Football365

Sancho ‘alienates’ unhappy Man Utd team-mates but Ten Hag is told he’s ‘not right’ over
comments
Some of the Manchester United squad have become unhappy with Jadon Sancho's habits on the training
pitch, according to reports.

Evening Standard

Liverpool: Mohamed Salah ‘delays joining Egypt squad to discuss £200m Saudi Arabia
move’
According to reports, Liverpool are set to receive a bid worth £200million for their talisman after a Saudi
Arabian delegation touched down in the UK for a final push to lure the forward to Al-Ittihad. An offer
understood to be worth around £150m, with £100m up front, was rejected on the eve of the summer…
transfer window deadline, but the Saudi Pro League remain undeterred as they chase of poster boy of
African football. The Saudi Pro League transfer window shuts on Thursday, so Salah has been allowed to
skip the Africa Cup of Nations qualifier dead-rubber against Ethiopia before joining the squad for the
friendly against Tunisia on September 12.
Football365

Amrabat was not top Man Utd midfield target as report reveals Prem star was Ten Hag’s
‘number one’
Manchester United wanted Fulham midfielder Joao Palhinha over new signing Sofyan Amrabat this
summer, according to reports.

The Telegraph

Ukrainian drone downed near Putin residence
Russian forces shot down a Ukrainian drone in a village where Vladimir Putin has a residence, according
to reports.
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Study: Climate Change causing high 'psychological distress' among teens and young
adults
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A recent international study concluded that young people are experiencing “high

levels of psychological distress” from climate change and governmental inaction on

the growing crisis.

Almost half of the young people surveyed, 45 percent, said that anxiety and stress

surrounding the issue is affecting their daily lives and functioning.

The authors of the study, surveyed 10,000 young adults and teenagers of ages 16-

25 in 10 different countries, including the United States, Australia, India, Nigeria and

the Philippines.

They found that three-fourths of young folks believe that “The future is

frightening,” and that 65% of them believe their governments aren’t doing enough

to combat catastrophes that will be exacerbated by climate change.

“This study paints a horrific picture of widespread climate anxiety in our children

and young people,” said Caroline Hickman, co-lead author of the study, a professor

and researcher at the University of Bath in the United Kingdom.

Described as the first large-scale study of climate anxiety, it was assisted by human

rights activists, academics and mental health experts, including Dr. Eric

Lewandowski, a New York University clinical associate professor. It was funded by

AVAAZ, a U.S. nonprofit organization that promotes global activism, and it is

expected to be published in the Lancet Planetary Health.

“It suggests for the first time that high levels of psychological distress in youth is

linked to government inaction,” Hickman said. “Our children’s anxiety is a

completely rational reaction, given the inadequate responses to climate change

they are seeing from governments. What more do governments need to hear to

take action?”

Buildings near Lafourche Parish in Louisiana are submerged by Hurricane Ida on Sept. 3. (Jonathan
Ernst/Pool/Reuters)

As climate change contributes to deadly weather events, more organizations are

getting active to combat it. Quill Robinson, vice-president for government affairs of

the American Conservation Coalition, a conservative advocacy organization, tries

to mobilize young people around market-based environmental action.

“Unfortunately,” he said, “I’m not surprised that young people are so concerned and

so scared of climate change.

“Young and old alike, we need to tell a factual story about climate change, you

know,” he added. “The world is not going to end in 12 years, it’s not going to end in

20 years, it’s not going to end in 100 years, but we do need to act on this. I think

that empowerment is really the key word here, and something we need to focus on

rather than fear.”

The survey comes at a time where young people have been vocal about climate

change. A global youth-led “climate strike,” with rallies planned in thousands of

cities, is planned for Friday.

Greta Thunberg, the world-famous teenage climate activist, was quoted in the

study, saying, “Young people all over the world are well aware that the people in

power are failing us.”

____
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Are Biden's vaccine requirements legal?

What Iceland's landmark carbon removal project means for the fight against

climate change

Rapping molecular scientist offers Nicki Minaj a lesson about COVID vaccines

Climate change and drought threaten a way of life for Arizona farmers

COVID may never fully disappear. Here's how we live with it.
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